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Beauty in a Digital World 2013 Capstone Research
Presented June 5 at the FIT Capstone Event, followed by forums in New York at Macy’s and the
HBA Global Expo, and in Las Vegas at Cosmoprof North America
The Fashion Institute of Technology’s
beauty industry think tank unveiled
“disruptive” visions for the future of
consumer product marketing in three
key areas of the digital sphere when
they presented Beauty in a Digital World
at FIT on Wednesday, June 5. The
presentation was also given to Macy’s
merchandising and marketing teams
on June 13, at the HBA Global Expo
on June 18 and 19, and at Cosmoprof
North America on July 15. One of the
major initiatives of the FIT master’s
program is to expand the availability of
the students’ research throughout the
industry, where their research and ideas
can be further explored and discussed
in varying formats and include the
involvement of leading experts, who
join the students in panel presentations
and discussions.
Capstone This year’s capstone
research was conducted in conjunction
with Google, Inc., and with contributions from leading global digital
technology and business experts, with
the support of event sponsor, Beiersdorf
North America. Dr. Joyce F. Brown,
president of FIT, welcomed everyone to
the event, followed by Bill Graham,
general manager, North America,

Beiersdorf. Mr. Graham said,
“Beiersdorf was honored to serve as
this year’s capstone sponsor for the FIT
Cosmetics and Fragrance Marketing
and Management graduate program.
Not only did we celebrate the graduation of two of our company’s brightest
managers, we supported a one-of-akind program that promotes innovation
and unprecedented collaboration within
our highly competitive industry. Digital
marketing is at the core of our brand
campaigns. We look forward to
implementing some of the great
thinking and research findings to
continue growing our brands.” Following
Graham’s remarks, Joe Rospars, chief
digital strategist for President Barack
Obama’s election and reelection
campaign and founder/CEO of Blue
State Digital, gave a keynote address, in
which he spoke about the impact of
digital marketing on the 2008 and
2012 Obama campaigns, and how those
initiatives and learnings are critical for
brands in today’s marketplace.
The capstone co-leaders provided
a digital level-setting introduction,
followed by the digital analytics, digital
marketing, and digital commerce
team presentations. A conclusion of

Andrew Videria (Beiersdorf), digital
marketing team, was the recipient of the
Department Medal and the Limited Brands
Student Leadership Award.

FIT capstone keynote speaker Joe Rospars,
CEO, Blue State Digital, and chief digital
strategist 2008/2012 Obama Presidential
Campaigns

business imperatives was presented
by the three capstone team leaders.
The awards ceremony began with the
continued on page 15

Selected Capstone Research Predictions:
1. Leveraging artificial intelligence, facial recognition, and
predictive analytics technology will revolutionize the instore experience by completely personalizing it.
2. Motion-activated technology will allow consumers to
virtually browse aisles of products located anywhere in
the world and make purchases directly from interactive
screens in their homes.
3. “Beauty on Demand” will utilize image-, sound-, and
video-capture technologies to allow consumers to shop
for anything, anywhere – with just one click. The street
becomes the new shopping mall.
4. Micro-targeting, enabled by data and technology, will allow

brands to create highly personalized communications.
The result, micro-engagement, will increase individual
consumer lifetime value for brands.
5. ROL is the new ROI. Return on Learnings (ROL) will
replace Return on Investments (ROI) as a new real-time
metric to track and drive brand value.
6. Sensors will be molded into product packaging to track
actual consumer usage behavior.
Note: Pages 4-14 of this issue contain reprints of the research
white papers. To view the videos for this event, go to fitnyc.
edu/5518.asp. To read past capstone presentations go to
fitnyc.edu/20823.asp.

Alumni News
Written by Carly Guerra (class of 2010) and Alexandra Fritsch-Gil (class of 2012)

First Charitable Event Held at Soul Cycle to Benefit Girls Who Code
In Partnership with L’Oréal’s Woman in Digital Initiative
On May 20, over 50 FIT alumni joined members of L’Oréal’s
Women in Digital to raise money for Girls Who Code, a national
nonprofit organization working to educate, inspire, and equip high
school girls with the skills and resources to pursue opportunities in
computing fields. Alumni arrived at SoulCycle and embarked on a
45-minute intense cycling session. In advance of the May 20 event,
all participants were encouraged to raise money for their ride.
At the evening’s award ceremony, Alexandra Fritsch-Gil and Teril
Turner, event leads for CAFAA, as well as Rachel Weiss, co-founder
of L’Oréal Women in Digital, presented a check for $25,000 to
Girls Who Code. Reshma Saujani, founder, accepted the check
and told a poignant story about one of the students in the program. “It’s about leveraging the power of technology to change the
world,” Reshma said.
The alumni event with L’Oréal Women in Digital and Girls
Who Code at SoulCycle marks the first charitable initiative for the
association, capping its 2012-2013 academic year, themed “Year of
Digital.” n

Charitable event VIP riders from left: Mariah Chase, Reshma Saujani, Rachel
Weiss, Maya Mikhailov

CAFAA Presents Inaugural Alumni Achievement Award
One of the CAFAA’s main
objectives is to highlight
and acknowledge outstanding alumni. At this year’s
capstone presentations
on June 5, the inaugural
Alumni Achievement
Award was presented to
Tennille Kopiasz
Tennille Kopiasz, senior
vice president of marketing at Coty Prestige.
A 2004 graduate of the program, Tennille is
a beauty marketing executive with experience
across prestige, designer, and mass beauty
brands. She has worked in both global and
operational roles. She spent 16 years at L’Oréal
prior to joining Coty and worked across the
L’Oréal Paris, Ralph Lauren, Maybelline, and

Lancôme brands. As a graduate of both the
bachelor’s and master’s cosmetics programs at
FIT, Tennille has served the college as a graduate mentor to the undergraduate program, and
as the Coty corporate member of the bachelor’s program industry advisory board. Most
important is her industry-wide reputation as a
devoted mentor and inspiring team leader.
The award will carry an annual gift of
$10,000 to support the alumni association,
which was funded this year by the master’s
program and will be sponsored by a different
corporate partner in each year to follow. Coty
graciously matched the master’s program gift
of $10,000 for the 2012-2013 academic year.
To further implement CAFAA’s efforts for
long-term sustainability, the board worked with

the master’s program’s corporate partners to
support an initiation fee paid by the employer,
beginning with the class of 2013 graduates, for
lifetime membership to the association. n

The mission of the Cosmetics and
Fragrance Alumni Association is
the enrichment of its alumni, the
program, and the industry it serves
and a commitment to philanthropic
efforts through charitable initiatives.

CAFAA Executive Board
President: Carly Guerra (class of 2010),
The Estée Lauder Companies
Vice President: Stephanie Dishart-Kramer
(class of 2011), Chanel

2014: The Year of Engagement
Each year, the alumni association will adopt
a new central theme around which all of its
events will be focused. For the academic year
2012-2013, all events were focused on understanding how the ever-changing digital world
impacts the beauty industry. These events
culminated with this year’s capstone presentations, whose theme was Beauty in a Digital
2
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World. For the upcoming 2013-2014 academic
year, CAFAA’s programming will take the
theme, “Year of Engagement.” This theme was
chosen based on input from CFMM alumni.
Activities for the coming year will continue to
offer professional development, networking
opportunities, and charitable initiatives for all
program alumni. n

Secretary: Renee Ordino (class of 2003),
Batallure Beauty
Treasurer: Frank Fronzo (class of 2008),
The Estée Lauder Companies
facebook.com/FITMPSAlum

CAFAA: Cosmetics and Fragrance Alumni Association
Digital Marketing Panel Moderated by Wall Street Journal ’s Ellen Byron
On Tuesday, March 15, over 75 alumni and
students of the FIT Cosmetics and Fragrance
Marketing and Management program gathered
to listen to digital experts share their insights
on social, mobile, e-commerce, multichannel selling, and digital strategy. Moderated by
Ellen Byron of the Wall Street Journal, panelists
included Erika Bearman, senior vice president,
global communications, Oscar de la Renta;
Mariah Chase, co-founder, sendthetrend.com;
Stephanie Dishart-Kramer, executive director
of marketing, Chanel; Maya Mikhailov. vice
president and co-founder, GPShopper; and
Matt Knell, social media director, AOL.
Erika Bearman, also known as Oscar PR
Girl, talked about how she uses digital to
connect with current and future consumers
who shop across all of Oscar de la Renta’s
luxury categories. “Optimally, social media
forges a bond with consumers beyond the
product sales,” she noted, concluding that it is
the brand’s objective to create a clear brand
image for consumers, focusing on aspiration.
Aligning with the CAFAA’s mission to
promote its alumni, Stephanie Dishart-Kramer

From left: Maya Mikhailov, Mariah Chase, Matt Knell, Erika Bearman, Stephanie Dishart-Kramer, Ellen Byron

(class of 2011) discussed user-generated content, and noted that for a brand like Chanel, it
is key to maintain aspirational brand images
so that consumers will want to connect in an
emotional way with the brand.
Matt Knell talked about the fact that various
generations engage with digital platforms in
different ways. Millennials are always connected, and are not afraid to share and be
seen online. For some consumers, though,
the pendulum has swung the other way, and
silence and privacy are what they are craving.

He stressed that brands need to understand
this and strategically decide when to engage
with their consumers.
Maya Mikhailov and Mariah Chase discussed the mobile landscape and the impact
of multichannel. “It is impossible to predict...
but one clear trend is that the mobile screen
will go beyond our mobile phones and tablets.
Consumers are connected and are using their
mobile devices in-store as the concept of ‘showrooming’ grows, as well as using them postpurchase to further validate their purchases.” n

FIT and Wharton Alumni Gain Digital Insights from Alice + Olivia Founder, Stacey Bendet
On Tuesday, June 11, FIT’s master’s program in
collaboration with Wharton’s Jay Baker
Retailing Center, hosted an exclusive breakfast
at the LVMH Magic Room for program
graduates. Stacey Bendet, founder of Alice +
Olivia, was the keynote speaker, interviewed by
Professor Barbara Kahn, the director of the
Baker Center. As the final event in the alumni’s
“Year of Digital” programming, Ms. Bendet’s
comments on brand and retail marketing were
informed by her career start in web design.

Alumni speak with Stacey Bendet after her presentation.

Bendet is passionate
about the digital space
and personally manages
the Alice + Olivia
Instagram account. Using
the hashtag #this-girlslife,
she shares photos of her
travels and everyday
inspirations to engage
with the consumer on a
high touch and personal
level.
Bendet discussed many
aspects of her entrepreFrom left: FIT's Stephan Kanlian introduces Baker Center Director Barbara
neurial career, including
Kahn and Alice + Olivia CEO Stacey Bendet.
the importance of starting
many years, the brand’s partners in China plan
the brand with one item (perfectly tailored
to open 20 stores in the next five years. “Every
trousers), executed well, that editors could
project and hire needs to be forward-looking,”
focus on. She also discussed the challenges of
said Bendet, “to prepare for the future.”
growing a small brand, while thinking ahead
Bendet had advice for entrepreneurs: “Be an
like a larger entity, and the pressure to grow
optimist, it’s the one thing common to every
infrastructure at the same pace as distribution,
successful brand. Even when you have failures,
while also expanding overseas. For example,
you have to look at it as a learning opportunity.” n
having sold at Lane Crawford in China for
Volume 5, Issue 2 | Summer 2013
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We are pleased to provide papers by the three capstone project teams summarizing their June 5 presentations. Downloadable versions of these
papers can be found in the program’s section of the FIT website: fitnyc.edu/cfmm. These papers are works of the graduating students, and any
reproduction or use of this material requires their written permission.

Capstone 2013 White Paper Digital Analytics
Authors: Emily Coleman (L’Oréal), group leader; Jacqueline Chan (Coty Beauty), co-leader;
Courtney Das (The Estée Lauder Companies);
Eileen Kim (Chanel); Craig LaManna
(Beiersdorf); Erica Roberson (Unilever); LisaAnne Sequino (The Estée Lauder Companies)
Future of Big Data and Beauty

Today, there are already pharmaceutical
companies approved to manufacture pills
which are able to track ingestion time, heart
rate, temperature, and activity. In fact, in just
the first half of last year, venture capital firms
invested $700 million in businesses developing wearable, edible, and implanted sensors
(Kahn, 2013). Big Data is projected to be
worth $300 billion annually to the health care
industry alone. It has become one of the leading topics in business today, and there are now
more connected devices in the U.S. than there
are people and by 2020, there will be 31 billion
devices used by the 4 billion people connected
to the Internet (Badcock, 2013, Figure 1). This
explosion of devices has been termed “The
Internet of Things” (Tyler, 2006, Figure 2).
The Internet of Things

In order to understand the Internet of
Things, one must comprehend the true size
and meaning of Big Data.
Size of Big Data: In 2012, the total amount
of data created was enough to fill a stack of
DVDs that could reach the moon and back.
In 2013, the average person will process more
data in a single day than a person in the 1500s
did in an entire lifetime. In 2020, the amount
of data the world’s population generates will
be 57 times the amount of sand on all of the
beaches in the world (Tyler, 2006).
Meaning of Big Data: Big Data is defined
on three dimensions: Velocity, Volume, and
Variety (Kaushik, 2013). Data is generated
faster than ever before and is so big that it has
outgrown today’s server technologies. These
factors, along with data’s increasing amounts
of structured and unstructured formats, ultimately represent value. There is a reason that
many “quantreprenuers” say that Big Data is
the new Oil (Kahn, 2013). By applying technology to data, businesses are expected to quickly
derive insights to improve their bottom line
and outpace the competition.
4
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Beauty Product Launch 2020

To understand what Big Data means for the
beauty industry, one can examine the potential
impact through the Product Launch cycle of
2020. By 2020, Big Data will have an impact
on each stage of the product development process. Data will bring value to beauty companies
enabling cost savings, speed to market, and
greater return on investments (Figure 5). The
below addresses six specific ways Big Data will
affect beauty innovation:
Data-Centric Focus Groups: Product experience is based on a range of cues that are not
always conscious. However, we know the
medical industry is using ingestible sensors
to track patient’s usage of medications. In the
future, sensors are predicted to go beyond what
people can verbally express and track what they
physically do with the beauty product. Sensors
will be molded into product packaging to track
actual consumer usage behavior as companies develop and validate product concepts
(Holmes, 2012). These sensors will allow
brand marketers to understand where and how
consumers are using products, as well as how
much product and how often. For example, in
a recent survey consumers claimed that they
apply five strokes of mascara to each eye. But
when counted during actual usage observation,
it was closer to 50 (“Big Data issue,” 2013).
Biology-Led Innovations: Biological factors affect a significant part of the way each
human ages. All human beings carry genes
that control these factors, but what differs is
exactly which variants of them each person
has. Today, the industry looks at skin health
when assessing aging. In the future, sensors
built into beauty devices will go deeper and
capture biological information to understand
specific aging needs of consumers. For each
consumer, a brand can understand how he or
she makes and retains collagen, how skin is
protected, and how quickly it repairs from UV
damage. After receiving the data from the sensors, the biological information will be put into
a digital database pre-loaded with information
about active ingredients and their effectiveness
with these biological variations (“Delivering
on-demand,” 2012). Recommendations directly
related to each individual’s skin care requirements will determine which existing products
will be the most effective or even allow the

Figure 1: How Big Is Big Data

Figure 2: The Internet of Things

Figure 3: Sensor Intelligence

brand to create a specific product for that consumer (“How Big Data,” Figure 3).
Data-Driven Innovation Choices

Delivering this innovation successfully
is critical for high performing companies.
However, only 8% of prestige beauty retail
sales were from true innovations or newness in
the marketplace (Ferber, 2013). By 2020 there
will be new technologies that will allow brands
to quickly aggregate Big Data across several
macro factors including environment, natural
resources, search analytics, consumer ratings
and reviews, and consumer sentiment analysis.
This information will enable companies to
create virtual trending scenarios of the future,
helping to identify gaps within product offerings (“Big Data issue,” 2013). For example, in a
virtual trending scenario, there is a prediction
that employment rates will rise for women,
despite a downturn in the economy. Social
media sentiment reveals that working women
are more stressed and have less time to dedicate to beauty rituals. They are choosing nail

accessories to treat themselves during this poor
economy. Search analytics show that women
are looking to update their look more often.
Sales trends indicate strong growth predictions
through 2025 in the nail category, outpacing
total beauty, and product sensors have populated data of nail polish usage revealing women
are beginning to change their nail look two to
three times per week. By gaining these insights
a nail company could identify an opportunity
to create nail polish that updates instantly with
a UV wand.
Data Stock Options: Big Data will also affect
the future supply chain. Today, over $800
billion in sales are lost annually due to inventory distribution challenges like out-of-stocks.
For retailers, out-of-stocks lead to dissatisfied
shoppers and for brands a lost sale to competition. Overstocks lead to heavy discounting or
returns which not only negatively impact the
brand profit but may also lead to diminished
brand equity. In 2020, digital technologies
will allow retailers and manufacturers to break
down silos that exist in inventory management
and provide full visibility across channels.
Brands will be able to collaborate with retailers
to ensure the right stock is available in the
right place at the right time. This will enable
real-time visibility, better planning, improved
customer service levels, and, most importantly,
shopper satisfaction (Lohr, 2011).
Sensor Intelligence: Data will improve
executional elements as well. Adjacent industries are using radio-frequency electromagnetic
fields, also known as RFID, to transfer data for
the purposes of automatically identifying and
tracking objects. Today, it is used to monitor
the distribution of pharmaceuticals, assess
food quality and temperature, and identify
adverse reactions for hospital patients through
implanted microchips. In 2020 there will be
new ways to leverage this technology and integrate it with GPS and advanced data analytics.
This will provide the manufacturer with real
time information about the consumer, and,
most importantly, where and how products are
used (Gulbahace, 2010). For example, during
a typical fragrance launch a beauty brand can
spend an estimated 6% of projected retail sales
on sampling. But the company is not always
certain of the return it is getting on that investment. In 2020, this integrated tracking system
will give businesses a way to capture data on
where product was sampled, who received
the sample, and if they enjoyed it enough to
purchase.
This technology will also improve consumer
experience. According to NPD, by 2015, one in
six people will be over 65 years old, and 14%

more people will reach 100 years of age. As a
result, the U.S. anti-aging market is projected
to skyrocket to $144 billion a year.
In the future, brands will leverage algorithms so consumers can receive specific
recommendations to prevent or reduce aging
(Grace, 2012). These algorithms will be based
on three elements:
1) Intrinsic biometrics that detect skin
health, moisture, collagen, and elastin levels.
2) Extrinsic measurements that capture
pollution, UVA and UVB rays, and climate
conditions.
3) Behavioral data that tracks behaviors that
affect aging like stress, exercise, and sleep.
Once the technology captures this information, it will export a consumer’s profile of skin
health and suggest hyper-personalized product
and behavior recommendations. It will then
calculate an aging index score and project
the consumers’ future aging profile based
on the three elements. With continuous data
processing and regular input, the platform will
empower the consumer with hyper-personalized recommendations to minimize the effects
of aging.
From product innovation all the way to consumer relationship management, the future of
Big Data and beauty looks quite promising.
Beauty & Data Today

While 2020 holds groundbreaking possibilities, Big Data can affect the beauty industry
right now. Today, 93% of beauty organizations do not have a data-dedicated function
(Meerman Scott, 2009). Data is often generated and disseminated within the sales and
finance teams, instead of cross-pollinating
across the company. To solve for this, companies should create data-centric beauty organizations. In this new data-centric organization,
data is at the core. It feeds into and connects all
elements of the company through a newly created function of data strategy. This new group
receives data from all company sources including supply, finance, and sales. Data is analyzed
and strategies are implemented across the
company to affect everything from product
development to execution (Figures 4, 5).
While the new data-focused organization
will bring analytics across the company, finding data experts to lead these functions will be
challenging. There are currently 40 universities in the U.S. with data science programs,
and we predict that this will be the most
popular major by 2020. However, at the same
time, there will be a shortage of 200K data
scientists in the workforce. Today, companies
like American Express are buying smaller ana-

Figure 4: Data-Centric Organization

lytics companies to acquire talent in this area.
The beauty industry needs to start recruiting,
acquiring, and developing data scientists now
(“Global powers of retailing,” 2010).
Many companies have a large amount of
data, however only 12% of marketing experts
claim to have access to actionable data (Jones,
2012). In order to be effective, brands need
to know what data to focus on, and what to
push aside. They must start with the business
objectives and eliminate irrelevant data to
ensure that Big Data can go to work generating the desired results. For example, in 2010, a
Singapore taxi company was looking to expand
its customer base and increase taxi bookings.
The company invested $8 million in Big Data,
ramping up its booking system and tracking
its fleet of taxis through billions of data points
including GPS, weather patterns, consumer
usage, and traffic trends. In two years, the
company tripled its revenue, increasing taxi
bookings by 251% (O’Connor 2013).
Privacy is also a concern. Over 90% of
internet users are worried about their privacy,
and it is the top reason why non-users still
avoid the internet. The current patchwork of
privacy laws fails to provide comprehensive
protection, which causes confusion, distrust,
and skepticism. When it comes to preserving
privacy, brands must invite consumers to share
personal information in exchange for some
type of value-add. Then, when speaking with
them, brands must only use information which
consumers have knowingly shared in order to
build a loyal and trusting relationship (Homes,
2010).
Beyond privacy, it is difficult to know exactly
who your target consumer is. You need to
go deeper to understand them, as inaccurate
personalization could lead to missed opportunities. For example, when the credit agencies
undervalued the probability of failure in the
U.S. housing markets in the mid-2000s, they
based their assumptions on data pulled from
housing statistics during the boom years. It
was a recipe for egregiously wrong predictions, as there were many observations but
no variance to show how the housing system
would function under different conditions
Volume 5, Issue 2 | Summer 2013
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(David, 2012). This mistake demonstrates the
importance of testing. You must ensure that
you are constantly testing with a control group
to capture real time learnings and evolve your
targeting.
Big Data is changing the beauty world as
we know it. It is estimated to be worth $300
billion a year to the health care industry
alone, and the impact on the beauty industry
is expected to be double (Heussner, 2010).
Big Data will increase operating margins by
60% in the retail sector, and will save over
$150 billion in government spending through
added efficiencies. The beauty industry must
act today to capture the value that Big Data and
associated analytics represent. If brands do not
act on data now, they may not be ready in 2020
(“Big Data issue,” 2013) (see Figure 5).
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motion
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Anti-aging index
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3. BIG VALUE
Data-centricity
Talent
Beauty companies must pro-actively recruit,
acquire or develop data scientists. Finding
talent that has both the skills to identify and
manipulate data correctly but also have a
high level of understanding of business
strategies will be a challenge.It is however a
pre-requisite.

Organization
A new model where the data function is at
the epicenter of the business organization
will need to be adopted. It will connect all
functions of the company, receiving data
from all internal and external sources. Data
must be analyzed and strategies
implemented to affect everything from
product implementation to execution.

Customer Relationships

Tomorrow
Internet of Things:
40 billion by 2020

Mining
biological data
& macro
factors

GPS and
consumptions
sensors in
5.Track consumption
& diversion

Cross-silo
inventory
management

3.Innovate
successfully
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GROUP LEADER: Emily Coleman (L’Oreal) and CO-LEADER: Jacqueline Chan (Coty)
TEAM MEMBERS: Courtney Das (Estee Lauder), Eileen Kim (Chanel),
Craig LaManna (Beiersdorf), Erica Roberson (Unilever), Lisa Sequino (Estee Lauder)

Personalization
Incorrect personalization can lead to missed
opportunities. A control group must always
be used to ensure correct targeting and
personalization, and this needs to be
constantly refined. Once a company has
identified their best customers they must
focus their efforts on this segment.

Privacy
90% of internet users are worried about
their privacy, and it’s the top reason why nonusers still avoid the internet. Companies
must offer value in exchange for personal
information and when speaking with
customers only use information which they
have knowingly shared to build a loyal and
trusting relationship.
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Introduction

With the birth of advertising in the 1880s,
beauty marketers practiced Marketing 1.0
– product-centric marketing with a mass
approach to communication based on a “one to
many” model for maximum efficiency (Kotler,
P). Over the next 30 years, as more competition entered the marketplace, beauty marketers focused on building relevant, emotional
connections between brands and consumers.
This new form of marketing was an evolution and marked the dawning of Marketing
2.0. However, in both Marketing 1.0 and 2.0,
marketers were talking at consumers not
with them. Media channels available at the
time never allowed anything beyond talking
at consumers. Now, the dawning of the digital
age has changed the “social contract between
brands and consumers.” (Keller, A.) The expectation of the relationship between brands and
people has become far more intimate. We have
entered the age of Marketing 3.0 – the age of
human-centric marketing. In this new marketing era, the goals of a marketer remain consistent – marketers must tell stories to create
meaningful connections between brands and
people (see Figure 1). What has changed in this
new era are the significant amount of touch
points, ease of access, and speed of action that
marketers can utilize. In the era of Marketing
3.0, the lines between channels are blurring
and the connectivity between brands and
consumers is 24/7. As technology continues
to evolve, communication touch points will be
interactive, interconnected, zero-friction, and
on-demand. To be effective, marketing can no
longer be done in silos – marketing campaigns
must tell stories across platforms, not just in
them. This requires a new framework to help
marketers continue to build brand affinity with

their consumers. Enter the m^3 model.
m^3 model

The m^3 model is a framework to help
marketers navigate the human-centric world
of marketing 3.0. The model is defined as:
micro-Targeting + micro-Engagement = microMarketing (see Figure 2).
micro-Targeting = using advanced predictive
analytics to cultivate deep human understanding of individual consumers.
micro-Engagement = constant, on-demand,
two-way communication between brands and
consumers where and when consumers want it.
micro-Marketing = creating campaigns with
the illusion of personalization that combine
the learnings from micro-targeting with the
continuous access of micro-engagement to
serve up the right content to the right individual, at the right time (see Figure 3).
The m^3 model helps brand marketers to
more effectively communicate with consumers by leveraging new advances in technology
and redefine success with new measurement
indicators. To optimally structure a marketing
organization to execute the m^3 model, there
must be changes within the marketing team
and with its cross-functional partners. All
teams involved in bringing the product to market and bringing the brand to life must commit
to the model to reach success.
Evolution of Media

One of the consequences of the evolution
of the digital landscape has been the change
in what consumers expect from brands.
Consumers expect brands to understand them,
engage with them, and to reflect values that
they can connect with on a personal level. This
new, high level of interactivity and connectivity
is made possible by advanced technology and
the evolution of traditional media channels.
In the worlds of Marketing 1.0 and 2.0,
brand communication was “one to many” –
assets developed for generic target groups run
on traditional, static channels. In Marketing

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

3.0, brands can engage in a “one to one”
approach to communication with individual
consumers in an on-demand, zero-friction
environment through the use of advanced
media platforms.
Successful brands in this environment will
create flexible communication which responds
and adjusts to consumer feedback in real time.
This feedback is made possible by advanced
analytics tools that collect and interpret the vast
amounts of data that individual consumers
generate within the digital space. Brands will
have a deeper understanding of consumers
that will allow them to predict the desires and
aspiration of individuals. With this learning,
enabled by new technology, brands can be both
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predictive and reactive, delivering a humanized
brand experience for their consumers.
The practice of micro-Targeting is the
first step in executing these new experiences effectively. Using the data generated by
consumers, brands can focus their strategies
on individuals that are the most valuable for
them. Additionally, data analytics will result
in insights that can inform asset development and campaign strategy. From there,
brands can use this data to help form their
micro-Engagement strategies, and the new
media touch points available to engage with
consumers where they want, when they want,
at the moments that matter most. Information
gained from these engagements will be used
to optimize future engagements in real time,
resulting in communication that is increasingly effective at each consumer interaction.
The evolution in media channels and technology makes micro-Marketing possible and will
enable micro-Targeting and micro-Engagement
tactics to result in effective micro-Marketing
campaigns. In the era of Marketing 3.0, all
media is interactive and personalized. There
is no distinction between “digital channels”
or “social media.” All media is digital and all
channels are social. This is already beginning
to happen with the evolution of smartphones
and smart tablets. The critical shift for marketers is to ensure that their marketing campaigns
can adapt to these new media opportunities,
resulting in seamless, on-demand, personalized campaigns, increasing an individual
consumer’s brand love and loyalty.
The shift from traditional to new media does
not mean that traditional channels such as
print and TV should be removed from marketing plans (Millward Brown). These traditional
channels will also be part of the evolution
of media and they too will become ’smart,’
interconnected and interactive, collecting data
and feedback on individual consumers that
brands can leverage in their new campaigns.
To achieve interactivity and personalization,
brands will create ad templates with multiple
versions for different consumer groups and,
through the use of advanced algorithms, can
create a seemingly personalized campaign,
resulting in the right content delivered to
the right individual every time (Whittlake,
E.). Agencies like Media Mind are already
beginning to make this a reality for marketers.
However, to take communication to a microMarketing level, marketers will need to use
advanced monitoring tools to collect data from
consumer engagements across all touch points
and quickly optimize assets for maximum
effectiveness (see Figure 4).
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In order to make m^3 a reality, brands must
brief their creative agencies differently, focusing on flexibility and adaptability. If flexibility
is included in the briefing process from the
beginning, these ad templates will not seem
like a distant concept; instead, they will be an
achievable reality. By incorporating the creative
agency, the digital minds, and the analytical
experts at the point of conception of the media
campaign, it will ensure the creation of a fully
integrated, completely seamless, entirely zerofriction campaign across multiple platforms.

Figure 4

Evolution of Measurement

The evolution of success measurement is
critical in effectively executing the m^3
framework into strategic brand management.
In a world where marketing campaigns are
constantly monitored and optimized in real
time, success metrics must evolve to embrace
this new mindset. Brand marketers must shift
their focus away from traditional return on
investment (ROI) metrics, such as reach, gross
ratings points (GRPs), and click-through rate.
These metrics are static and historical in
nature, largely because the channels in which
they were developed did not allow for real time
optimization, only post-launch evaluation. In
the m^3 model, the new metric is Return on
Learnings (ROL) (see Figure 5). This represents
a major shift in marketing success measurement, and is a necessary next step to ensure
successful marketing in the m^3 model. It has
been widely discussed by business experts and
beauty industry leaders that marketing
attribution enables stronger budget allocation
and bigger returns (Google Analytics). Imagine
if a brand could monetize the attribution path
of a consumer to understand how each
engagement works independently or together
within the context of a plan to drive value for
consumers. Soon you will no longer need to
just imagine this, as this technology is in
development already. To capitalize on this
opportunity, brands need to reallocate
resources to ensure a stronger focus on
analytics to better work with the data they
currently receive from consumers. Armed with
information on where consumers are entering
and exiting the selling model, marketers can
change the way they do business (Fast Company).
With this new ROL approach, and the
necessary analytics tools to support it,
marketers will be able to track unique
consumer value over her lifetime and understand the most critical points that drive future
sales at the individual consumer level (see
Figure 6).
As a first step for today’s marketers, there
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Figure 6

are several new Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) associated with ROL that need to be
included in their success measurement plans.
These include:
n Depth of understanding
n Continuous improvement
n Speed of implementation
These new ROL metrics should be monitored in real time, on an ongoing basis.
Through specific data analytics programs,
brands will be able to determine how these
KPIs translate into retail sales (Blur Group).
In the end, the ROL model is still focused on
increasing sales, yet does so in a manner that
is closer to the consumer than the traditional
ROI model and therefore results in greater
lifetime value – a more important KPI.
Evolution of Management

To maximize the execution of the m^3 framework, organizations must develop three capabilities within their management and human
resources structure to ensure success:
n Talent
n Marketing culture
n New business units
Talent: First and foremost, organizations
must hire the right talent. As Kevin Kells

of Google states, in Marketing 1.0 and 2.0,
marketers were hired based on their capability to be “both good general managers and
good brand builders.” At that point in history,
the capabilities required to do both jobs were
relatively similar. The standard marketer was a
businessperson with a “jack of all trades” mentality and an eye for creativity. This is no longer
enough in the era of human-centric marketing.
For marketers to embrace micro-Marketing
and Return on Learnings, they need to evolve
as well. Furthermore, it is increasingly unlikely
that the capabilities required of a good brand
builder would be found in one individual
alone (CMO.com). Rather, these capabilities
are found in multiple individuals who have
specialized areas of expertise. As a result, the
new model recommends organizations create
m^3 marketing teams comprised of individuals
with the following capabilities:
• Communications Experts – Brand marketers who own the essence of the brand and
help drive brand strategy via smart channel marketing and execution choices.
• Content Craftsmen – Individuals with
backgrounds in content publishing that
have experience in community management and journalism.
• Data Analytics – These are professionals
who aid in mining insights via microTargeting tools and analysis (Godin, S.).
Currently, many brands already have experts
with these capabilities on their teams; however,
it is very likely that these individuals are
employed by partner organizations, such as PR
agencies, social listening partners, and creative
agencies, and are not on the internal brand
team. It is recommended that beauty marketing organizations bring these capabilities
in-house. This also requires beauty organizations to update their traditional marketing job
descriptions and rethink the skills required of a
marketing professional compared with those of
an effective businessperson/qualified general
manager – individuals still critical to business
success.
Marketing Culture: For this new talent pool
to successfully execute the m^3 framework,
organizations need to embrace a new marketing mindset. Given the nature of the beauty
business, the cultural mentality can sometimes
be risk averse, with a focus on ensuring perfection across all areas of the business. The risk of
a mistake in the production of beauty products
has grave consequences in the context of a consumer’s health and well-being. If this culture
permeates the m^3 function, m^3 marketers
will not be able to do their jobs effectively. m^3
marketing requires that organizations embrace

Figure 7

a new set of values to cultivate a functioning
m^3 hub. These include:
• Speed of reactivity to consumers – With
constant feedback and monitoring in the
m^3 framework, the level of consumer
understanding a brand will have for their
consumer will be significantly deeper
than today. This level of understanding
minimizes the risk in executing new ideas
with speed and increases the likelihood of
success.
• Learnings – High value must be placed in
improving communication via learnings
through ideation, iteration, and optimization.
• Experimentation – Organizations must be
comfortable with experimenting in new
media, new channels, and new ideas.
• Decision Making Culture – A shift from a

“burden of approval” to a “burden of rejection culture” must be embraced.
This last criteria, the decision making culture, requires each team member to understand their individual role and responsibility.
In the m^3 model, marketers move forward
with decisions quickly unless they hear a
rejection from a key decision maker, instead of
waiting for approval. This is a significant stepchange, but will result in far more successful
marketing given today’s fast-paced world.
By embracing these values, the organization
will be prepared to embrace the m^3 model
internally.
Organizational Structure: To ensure that
m^3 marketers are able to effectively do their
jobs in this new mindset without impacting
other functions, such as product development
Volume 5, Issue 2 | Summer 2013
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or operations which require a more risk averse
culture, organizations may need to consider
some internal restructuring. Given the risks
associated with a rapid-response model in the
health and beauty category, it is recommended
to separate product development and business
management – two critical functions – from
the new m^3 marketing group. Organizations
should create separate “hubs” of expertise,
each with a clear specialty. As long as each
hub adheres to the values and standards set
forth by management for their hub in this m^3
model, each group will be working towards
the same goal (Google Research Studies).
Communication should flow freely between
the m^3 marketing group and these other hubs
(product development, operations, etc.) to
facilitate learning and to maximize the success
of each hub of expertise. In this new structure,
the integrity of the business comes first; once
the m^3 model and mindset are embraced by
the organization, anything is possible.
Conclusion

In the era of Marketing 3.0, marketers must
continue to act as constant storytellers across
the never-ending number of touch points
that exist between brands and their consumers. They must tell these stories seamlessly,
across multiple platforms. Using the new m^3
framework, brand marketers can micro-Target,
micro-Engage, and micro-Market to the consumer to more effectively communicate with
her and redefine the meaning of success. To
ensure the optimal level of success, marketers must make changes on all fronts of their
business. Media must evolve from a “one to
many” press conference style to a “one to one”
friendly conversation where advertising has the
illusion of personalization. Measurement KPIs
must move into the world of Marketing 3.0
and shift from the traditional ROI (Return on
Investment) to the more modern and flexible

ROL (Return on Learnings). And management
must also make changes – developing their
talent, marketing culture, and organizational
structure to successfully fit within the m^3
framework. With the m^3 framework in mind,
marketers can approach the era of Marketing
3.0 with their eyes wide open and the knowledge that they are moving their business
towards the future, and doing so with a model
that will set them up for success (see Figure 7).
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Introduction

The beauty industry today is very focused
on commercial transactions in the traditional
brick and mortar channel with 95% of sales
in the U.S. taking place in physical stores.
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Consumers, however, have shifted the way they
shop in this new digital age. They do not want
brick and mortar to be treated as a separate
channel from the online world and expect to
get the best of both of these environments
wherever they are. Consumers also expect to
find whatever they are looking for easily, but
the beauty industry still makes them work too
hard to get what they want. There is a huge
opportunity to leverage technological capabilities to help consumers have better commercial
experiences wherever they shop. Only 5% of

beauty sales take place in the e-commerce
channel (see Figure 1), but other categories
have much higher penetration: toys and games
13.9%, consumer electronics 13.1%, consumer appliances 10.2%, and apparel at 6.3%
(“Emergence of S Commerce,” 2013, 60). This
highlights a significant under-index in online
sales for the beauty industry, which also means
a missed opportunity to capture more consumers and grow industry sales overall.
This is happening for two reasons. First,
beauty is an experiential category and consum-

er-product interaction is essential in the path to
purchase. This paper will highlight opportunities to use digital technology to enhance the
consumer experience in all channels. Secondly,
brands and retailers are not leveraging existing
technology to enhance or create new purchase
opportunities. This paper will also explain how
both the current brick and mortar and online
retail channels will need to evolve to keep up
with consumers’ growing demands, and how a
new model of commerce creates opportunities
for consumers to transact anywhere and for
brands to sell everywhere.
Infinite Commerce Model

In the current state, the online and offline
channels are not seamless or frictionless,
although brands are beginning to use technology to close the gap. Online and offline began
as two separate commercial environments.
Over time, these two worlds have moved closer
together. Some brands have been successful
bringing high-tech elements from the online
world into brick and mortar. Other retailers
have successfully elevated service by bringing
high-touch elements from in-store into the
online environment. However, it is still not the
seamless experience consumers are seeking.
89% of consumers feel retailers should enable
them to shop in whatever way is most convenient and 49% of consumers feel the best
thing a retailer can do to improve the shopping
experience is to be more seamless between the
physical stores, online, and mobile channels
(Samuel, 2013).
Consumers have become very comfortable
in a complex environment of omni-channel
retailing, where technology enables 24/7 access
to products, education, and service. A new
model of commerce must incorporate the three
key drivers that define our interactions with
consumers at every touch point: convenience,
curation, and customization. The consumer
expects a consistent brand experience across
all channels. Therefore, it is up to brands and
retailers to implement an Infinite Commerce
model (see Figure 2), introducing high-touch
experiences to the online environment and
incorporating digital elements that add value
to the in-store experience. Implementing the
Infinite Commerce model requires operational
and organizational changes from brands and
retailers to improve the consumer experience.
Consumers will be able to snap a picture of
any object and purchase it directly. Image,
sound, or video recognition technology locates
the product. And the brand ships the product
directly to the consumer. The end result of
this implementation is that the consumer will

experience “Beauty on Demand.”
This new model, Infinite Commerce, conveys
a continuous cycle of commerce. It addresses
the key desires of consumers, utilizes technology to create commercial opportunities
everywhere, and allows consumers to opt in for
high-touch experiences when needed.
In-store: High-touch Experience

Brick and mortar locations will continue to
be a dominant retail channel for the beauty
industry, but in order to grow, they will need to
evolve. They should introduce meaningful digital technology to the in-store environment and
evolve the format of the in-store channel with
the end goal of creating a more customized,
enjoyable experience that encourages increased
consumer engagement and interaction with
beauty.
Julie Bornstein, CMO of Sephora has said,
“The key is to figure out where technology can
add to the physical experience, rather than
focusing on just the appeal of an iPad sitting
in a store (that wears off quickly)” (Bornstein,
2013). Retailers and brands must bring
high-tech to the offline channel to elevate the
consumer experience by guaranteeing the most
appropriate selection, encouraging discovery
and ultimately driving more sales.
Facial recognition and predictive analytics
technology will revolutionize the in-store experience. Installations at counter will recognize
and synthesize your consumer profile, based
on publicly accessible information. It can
then recommend products that will work for a
consumer’s unique beauty needs. As a result,
each virtual beauty advisor consultation can be
customized and will never start from square
one. Layering meaningful digital technology
to augment the in-store environment is just
the beginning of transforming the in-store
experience.
The next phase of the evolution of the
physical beauty retailer will be the introduction of new, smaller-format boutiques. These
boutiques can be located as freestanding stores
or can pop up within other locations like hotels
and airports. Proximity will continue to be
a crucial factor, as 75% of all purchases are
made within 15 miles of consumers’ homes
(Joyce, 2012). Consumers are beginning to see
the big-box store format as impersonal and
overwhelming and there has been a return
to “shopping small” with an emergence of
localized boutiques. Consumers have always
felt their relationship with retailers needs to
be genuine and personal and are looking to
establish stronger relationships where they
shop (Yarrow, 2012). Macy’s and Walmart
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have already begun to capitalize on this trend
and have introduced smaller, more localized
initiatives, through My Macy’s and Walmart
Express. My Macy’s directs consumers to the
best location based on their ZIP code and products they are looking for to make the hunt for
something specific easier (“My Macy’s Shop
Ahead,” 2013). Walmart Express is the smaller
store format now being offered by the biggest
of the big-box retailers, to allow consumers
more localized, convenient access, still at its
signature everyday low prices (“New Walmart
Express Store Opens in Princeton,” 2013).
The product assortment and services offered
in smaller format boutiques will be customized to the clientele so the selection will vary
according to location. Digitally enabling stores
will make this possible. Merchandise can be
selected and ordered based on local community demographics and shopping habits. The
stores will all have WiFi and will be enabled
with Geofencing technology, which “works by
defining a virtual boundary around a realworld geographical area. In doing so, a radius
of interest is established that can trigger an
action in a geo-enabled phone or other portable
electronic device” (“Geofencing,” 2013). As
consumers shop their personal mobile devices
will be synced with the store’s database, allowVolume 5, Issue 2 | Summer 2013
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ing the staff to immediately understand their
interests and needs, thereby providing the
appropriate products. Consumers will discover
and explore new product and service offerings
which will inspire incremental purchases they
may not have located in traditional big-box
formats.
Another key to the evolution of the physical store environment is leveraging artificial
intelligence technological capabilities, which
can be combined with advancements in facial
recognition tools in-store. This will produce an
elevated and curated offline shopping experience because retailers will have more relevant
information than ever before. The evolution of
traditional brick and mortar to a more localized
and curated approach to retail will further
enhance the consumer shopping experience,
leading to increased sales.
Online: High-tech Experience

The online channel is lagging behind brick
and mortar in beauty sales because it does
not replicate the high-touch experience of
the in-store environment. Today, the online
beauty commercial environment is very flat
with static pictures of products and few tools
to help consumers make purchase decisions.
The high-touch experience, which is essential
to beauty, is nonexistent because consumers
do not have the ability to experiment with
products and get the same level of service that
is provided in stores.
The toys and games category enjoys one of
the highest penetrations of online sales in the
U.S. at 13.9%, so it is an interesting industry
to watch for digital innovation (“Emergence
of S Commerce,” 2013, 60). Video gaming,
in particular, is a category that was once very
static and flat within the home entertainment
category. With various systems striving to offer
gamers better experiences through their television sets, Xbox revolutionized the video gaming industry with the introduction of Kinect,
which allows the player to be the controller,
physically inserting the player into the gaming
experience. This same concept will be replicated in the future of beauty e-commerce.
By the end of 2013, an estimated 29.3% of
U.S. households will have a TV connected to
the internet through either an internet-enabled
smart TV, game-console, or other device
(“Demographics,” 2013). Penetration is on the
rise too as it is projected that by 2016, 43.1% of
U.S. households will have a TV connected to
the internet. The tools to experience beauty in
a high-touch format already exist in consumers’ homes and are on the rise.
The online retail environment will replicate
12
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the high-touch store environment through an
interactive screen experience. Motion-activated
technology will allow consumers to literally
browse aisles of products and make selections
for purchase directly from the screen. Brands
and retailers will have the opportunity to use
this platform to invite consumers to experience
their best and most unique stores. It introduces a new type of exploration for two reasons.
Consumer interaction with products will evolve
into an environment that replicates the engaging layout of a store as well as the opportunity
to enjoy “entering” and experiencing far-flung
boutiques such as the Chanel flagship in Paris
or the new Sephora flagship in Shanghai.
The evolved online experience will be
powered by Google Now’s natural language
user interface, which can answer questions,
make recommendations, and perform actions
by delegating requests to a set of web services.
Content is selected based on the consumer’s
preferences or online behaviors. Consumers’
online and offline shopping experience
becomes seamless as the use of predictive
analytic technology and artificial intelligence
creates a customized in-store shopping experience and fuels a curated environment that lives
both in physical retailers and online.
This is an example of how it will work: the
consumer has booked a weekend getaway and
Google Now utilizes information about the destination to recommend sunscreen and travel
sizes of her favorite products. These products
are aggregated into a single basket and delivered directly to the consumer’s home. They
will arrive on the same day because immediate
delivery is an emerging consumer expectation and Walmart, Amazon, and Ebay are now
piloting same-day shipping services (Wohlsen,
2013, 118-123).
To fully engage the consumer with a hightouch online experience, the service elements
will be improved as beauty advisors will be
available 24/7 to answer product questions or
provide advice. Today, online retail growth is
driven by women, many of whom are resorting
to this channel because they do not have time
to visit physical stores. “The 24/7 access provided by the internet certainly is appealing for
busy parents, especially since they may not also
have time to shop at brick and mortar stores
due to the constraints of normal business
hours” (“Beauty Online,” 2012, 34). Bringing
the high-touch experience to consumers online
will enable greater conversion. It frees the
consumer to browse brands beyond the regular
hours of a physical store and lessens concerns
about a desired product being out of stock.
Using technology to blend the high-touch

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

experiences of the offline with high-tech elements of the online is crucial to evolve beauty
commerce to be truly seamless for the consumer. The two main commerce channels of
brick and mortar and online retail must evolve
to keep up with consumers’ increased expectations and demands.
Beauty on Demand

Beauty on Demand is the commercial
opportunity that will be the future of the
beauty industry. The consumer is empowered
to purchase anywhere utilizing mobile devices,
and brands are enabled to sell everywhere.
The new digital world and mobile devices
are already having a significant impact on
commerce. By 2015, 50% of retail sales will
be influenced by digital (Liebmann, 2013).
Consumers are beginning to adopt mobile
for commerce; 35% of smartphone users
have purchased a product or service on their
smartphone (“Our Mobile Planet,” 2012, 30).
Therefore, the next step is to enable consumers
to purchase what they capture in pictures and
audio clips, allowing brands to take advantage of infinite opportunities for commerce.
Consumers are already armed with the tools to
make this possible. Smartphone penetration
is on the rise in the United States: increas-

ing from 31% of device users in 2011 to 44%
in 2012 (“Our Mobile Planet,” 2012, 6). 80%
of smartphone users do not leave their home
without their device (“Our Mobile Planet,”
2012, 6).
By the end of 2013, there will be more
mobile devices on Earth than people (Murphy,
2013). There are 6.8 billion people on the
planet and 5.1 billion (75%) own a cell phone
(Edmund, 2012). This number is sharply on
the rise too as by 2020 it is projected that there
will be 20 billion internet-connected mobile
devices globally (“Beauty Online,” 2012, 7).
Increased consumer connectivity is part of the
foundation on which Beauty on Demand is
built.
Between 1980 and 2012, the number of photos taken annually increased from 25 billion
to 380 billion (see figures 3 and 4) fueled by
the omnipresence of smartphones (Schwarz,
2012). Connected consumers are also addicted
to sharing, with 90% of online users accessing social sites (“Emergence of S Commerce,”
2013, 14). There is an opportunity for brands
and retailers to commercialize this consumer
behavior while satisfying an unmet desire to be
able to purchase anything in the consumer’s
environment.
Beauty on Demand exposes brands to billions of new Points of Sale (POS). Technology
exists to enable transactions between consumers and brands and connected mobile
devices are already in the hands of billions of
consumers. Google is a leader in visual image
recognition and color-matching technology, but
it is currently being utilized only to improve
search capabilities. Shazam is a leader in audio
recognition, yet the app is only commercialized for music. YouTube is leading the way in
shoppable video content, although very few
consumers or brands are using this platform
(see Figure 6). Technology already exists to
identify objects through images, sounds, and
videos, but no one has commercialized this
opportunity. The beauty industry should be the
first to capitalize on this technology.
The next step will be to create the connection between the image or sound and a product, and to provide consumers with the opportunity to truly purchase anything. All brand
assets, such as the physical products or TV and
print advertising, will need to be coded so that
visual and audio recognition tools can identify
the item and allow consumers to purchase
directly. Today, QR codes have been utilized to
provide consumers with more product information, but they generally are not designed to
close a purchase. They re-direct consumers to
a brand website, where the consumer typically

Figure 7

needs to click through multiple screens on her
path to purchase. This inefficiency leads to
dropped baskets and lost sales. According to
Baymard Institute, 67% of e-commerce carts
are abandoned (“19 Cart Abandonment Rate
Statistics,” 2013).
The final step for brands, retailers, or both
will be to figure out how to ship product quickly and directly to the consumer (see Figure 5).
Today, the distribution model confines the ability to sell a product to traditional retailers who
can hold and manage inventory. In the future,
brands will remain in control of their inventory
but will need to be able to ship orders to consumers who purchase off of anything. After a
consumer clicks to make a purchase, the order
is transmitted directly to the brand. To ship

these orders efficiently brands should partner
with a fulfillment expert. Beauty on Demand
recognizes that fast and free shipping will be a
point of parity.
The future of beauty commerce will be a
new consumer network of brand ambassadors,
who serve as affiliates through whom brands
fulfill directly to consumers. In essence, the
street becomes the future shopping mall.
When this happens, consumers become retailers as friends or strangers identify and purchase what they are wearing on the street with
a snap of their smartphone. Bloggers become
retailers when consumers purchase products
straight from their blogs. Publishers become
retailers by linking items that editors review.
With a touch of a button, consumers can truly
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have Beauty on Demand by purchasing anything they see in their daily environment. This
is the future of Infinite Commerce.
Conclusion and Recommendations

Infinite Commerce is a world where consumers are in charge, empowered by digital
technology to transact wherever they choose
and where they are both brand ambassadors
and new points of sale. The best aspects of the
online and in-store environments cross over
creating a seamless shopping experience.
Implementing the Infinite Commerce
model requires operational and organizational
changes from brands and retailers. To do this,
we recommend brands invest in technology
to deliver convenience, curation, and customization. If these operational and technical
capabilities are not part of the brand’s core
competencies, leverage experts in these fields.
n For convenience, invest in infrastructure and
technology to provide excellent customer
service and rapid delivery directly to the
consumer, or partner with capability experts
such as Amazon or Ebay for order fulfillment.
n For customization, in the short-term, enable
consumers to shop where they want to shop;
and in the long-term, enter into partnerships
with technology experts such as Google,
Shazam, and Youtube.
n For curation, become a content generator,
giving the consumer richer content accessible through mobile.
The real breakthrough of the future and
what drives Infinite Commerce is the ability of
consumers to buy anywhere, and for brands to
sell everywhere. The future does not depend
on improving just the in-store experience or
just the online retailer. The future of beauty
commerce is integrating both so that the hightech capabilities of the online environment
are maximized offline, while the high-touch
elements so important to the brick and mortar
retailer are now incorporated online. The
Infinite Commerce model, which creates
the ability to buy and sell online, offline, and
anywhere in-between, will bring these worlds
together. This new world of Beauty on Demand
creates a powerful commercial opportunity for
the future of the beauty industry (see Figure 7).
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Alumni Association’s “Year of Digital” event
recap, presented by Carly Guerra, The Estée
Lauder Companies, and Stephanie DishartKramer, Chanel. They announced the first

annual Alumni Achievement Award, which
was presented to Tennille Kopiasz, senior
vice president of marketing, Coty Prestige
(refer to article on page 2 for more details).
Mary E. Davis shared her thoughts on the
program, having completed her first year as
dean of FIT's School of Graduate Studies, and

announced that Brooke Carlson had received
tenure, and that Stephan Kanlian was promoted to full professor. The Outstanding Scholar
award was presented to Emily Coleman,
assistant vice president, interactive marketing, Lancôme. Ms. Coleman was also honored
continued on page 16

Macy’s, Inc.
On June 13, Andrew Videira (Beiersdorf), Jacqueline Chan (Coty), Lauren Edelman
(Chanel), accompanied by FIT’s Brooke Carlson and Dean Mary E. Davis, presented their team’s capstone research at Macy’s to Muriel Gonzalez, executive vice
president and general manager, Nancy Schmidt, group vice president and divisional
merchandise manager, as well as 60 merchandisers and marketers. “The capstone
presentation and ideas presented by the FIT students were truly inspiring and
thought provoking. The presentation captured the fast-approaching future of beauty
in a digital world and showed us the possibiliFrom left: Nancy Schmidt and Muriel
ties that exist to revolutionize and personalize
Gonzalez, Macy’s, with FIT class of
the in-store and online shopping experience,”
2013’s Lauren Edelman, Jacqueline
Chan, and Andrew Videira
Ms. Schmidt told Women’s Wear Daily. n

HBA Global Expo
The capstone research was presented in three separate
sessions at the HBA Global Expo in New York City on
June 18 and 19, where two graduates from each capstone team were joined by industry experts in panel
discussions. Ashley Boyce (Unilever), and Andrew
Videira (Beiersdorf), shared their team’s digital marketing research, and were joined by Jeanine Shao Collins,
executive vice president/chief innovation offier, Meredith
From left: Andrew Videira, Ashley Boyce, Robert Ricci, Jeanine Shao Collins, Kevin Kells
360, and Kevin Kells, national industry director, consumer packaged goods, Google, in a panel discussion
Digital Media. Lauren Edelman (Chanel), and Alexandra Hardyment
moderated by Robert Ricci, chief of digital and social media strategy,
(The Estée Lauder Companies), shared their team’s digital commerce
Marina Maher Communications. Emily Coleman (Lancôme), and
research, and were joined by Mariah Chase, co-founder, sendthetrend.
Erica Roberson (Unilever), presented their team’s digital analytics
com and Hana Chang, emerging business lead, Google Commerce, in
research, and were joined by Sarah Newhall, executive vice president
a panel discussion moderated by Jenny Fine, editor in chief, Beauty,
and director of analytics, Blue State Digital, and Elizabeth Preis, vice
Inc., WWD. All three panels included in-depth discussions around
president, customer strategy, The Estée Lauder Companies, in a panel
the capstone team’s proposed new business models, predictions, and
discussion moderated by Kristine Welker, chief revenue officer, Hearst business imperatives. n

Cosmoprof Las Vegas
Capstone research was further shared at the Cosmoprof Las Vegas
trade event, held July 13-15, where over 26,000 people were in attendance. Katherine Voyten (P&G Prestige), shared her team’s digital
commerce research in a panel entitled “The Next Phase of Online
Marketing: The Smartphone Mobile Platform,” and was joined by
Erica Evans, vice president, HSN, and Maya Mikhailov, vice president and co-founder, GPShopper, in a panel discussion moderated
by Belissa Silva, beauty editor, WWD. Andrew Videira (Beiersdorf),
shared his team’s digital marketing research, and was joined by
Herschel Thompson, vice president, marketing, and Stuart Bogarty,
chief marketing officer, YouBeauty.com, in a panel moderated by
FIT’s Brooke Carlson entitled “Developing a Successful Online
Strategy.” Both panels suggested smartphone and online digital marketing tactics. Dean
Mary E. Davis was also in attendance on behalf of FIT’s School of Graduate Studies. n

From left: Kate Voyten, Maya Mikhailov, Erica Evans and
Belissa Silva
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for achieving a perfect 4.0 GPA, along with Andrew
Videira (Beiersdorf) and Alison Robl (L'Oréal USA).
Additional scholarship recognition awards were
given to: Ashley Boyce (Unilever); Jacqueline Chan
(Coty Beauty); Lauren Edelman (Chanel); Alexandra
Hardyment (The Estée Lauder Companies); Lauren
Hirschbach (Shiseido); Amanda Kahn (Coty Prestige)
Andrea Reichert (Firmenich); and Katherine Voyten
(P&G Prestige). The Estée Lauder Companies Faculty
Leadership Award was presented to Mary Tumolo
by Jane Hudis, the brand’s global president. The
Department Medal and the Limited Brands Student
Leadership Award were both presented to Andrew
Videria (Beiersdorf) for his outstanding leadership
throughout the program. The event concluded with a
reception honoring the class of 2013. n

Class of 2013 gain insights at Google's headquarters in Japan as part of their Asia
field studies course and capstone research. The trip also included visits to Shanghai and Singapore, a newly added market.

Professor Mary Tumolo
receives The Estée Lauder
Companies’ Faculty Leadership Award from the brand’s
global president Jane Hudis.

From left: Bill Graham (Beiersdorf), Dr. Mary E. Davis (FIT), Kevin Kells (Google), Joe
Rospars (Blue State Digital), Stephan Kanlian (FIT)

Dr. Brooke Carlson
presents the Outstanding
Scholar Award to Emily
Coleman (Lancôme).

Career Milestones for FIT Master's Program Chair,
Professor Stephan Kanlian, and Assistant Professor,
Dr. Brooke Carlson
Dr. Brooke Carlson, who joined the program’s
faculty in August 2010, was granted tenure by
the college in June, pending confirmation by the
FIT Trustees this Fall. “Dr. B” teaches courses
in marketing, leadership, corporate finance,
consumer behavior, retail management and
international business practices and received The
Estée Lauder Companies Faculty Award in 2011.
The department’s chairperson, Professor Stephan
Kanlian, was elevated to the rank of full professor, effective August 2013, having achieved tenure
in 2002, and promotion to associate professor
in 2007. Professor Kanlian joined FIT in 1999, and was the recipient of the SUNY
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching in 2007. n
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